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Error (Forbidden)
It's very difficult to climb steep curve or mountain and takes
lots of efforts In informal usage, a "steep learning curve"
means something that is.
Using the phrase "A steep learning curve" CORRECTLY :)
In informal usage, a "steep learning curve" means something
that is difficult (and takes much effort) to learn. It seems
that people are thinking of something like.
Steep Learning Curve Doesn’t Mean What You Think It Does
A learning curve is a graphical representation of how an
increase in learning comes from The familiar expression "a
steep learning curve" is intended to mean that the activity is
difficult to learn, although a learning curve with a . The
simple difference is that if R approaches zero R/I will too,
but I/R will approach infinity.
Using the phrase "A steep learning curve" CORRECTLY :)
In informal usage, a "steep learning curve" means something
that is difficult (and takes much effort) to learn. It seems
that people are thinking of something like.

a steep learning curve | WordReference Forums
Learning curve definition: A learning curve is a process where
people develop a skill by learning from A steep learning curve
involves learning very quickly.

learning curve meaning, definition, what is learning curve:
the rate at which you The sales centre has been on a very
steep learning curve as to the needs of.

Hi everyone: I just came across the phrase "steep learning
curve" and I looked it up Steep learning curve means that it's
very difficult to learn.
Related books: Procura Dentro de Ti (Portuguese Edition), The
Emergence of Latin American Science Fiction (Early Classics of
Science Fiction), 85 Years Under the Sun, Kasperlhausen: Mama,
erzähl eine Geschichte! (German Edition), Cocina Exótica al
alcance de todos. Los mejores platos de la cocina mexicana,
griega y árabe en recetas sencillas y sin ingredientes
exóticos. (Spanish Edition).

Both of the curves in you example can be considered "steep"
overall. Oh petersmith, my friend- that is incorrect; many,
many programmers concur with my clarification- blessings! The
same kind of slowing progress due to complications in learning
also appears in the limits of useful technologies and of
profitable markets applying to product life cycle management
and software development cycles.
ItseemsthathiscurrentgraphdoesnotmeasurelearningatallseeIcemael's
Honestly, video game "journalists" use words incorrectly all
of the time. The problem is that the term isn't being used in
a mathematical sense. Englishsharemysameposition.It has now
also become associated with the evolutionary theory of
punctuated equilibrium and other kinds of revolutionary change
in complex systems generally, relating to
innovationorganizational behavior and the management of group
learning, among other fields.
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